RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of prints and labels for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry.

AMERICAN POP CORN CO.
American Beauty giant pop corn.
© 13Sep29; Label 36009. American Pop Corn Co. (P); 28Jan57; R189247.

Jolly Time brand pop corn.
© 17Mar50; Label 37434. American Pop Corn Co. (P); 12Jun57; R193386.

RUM, MRS. E. H.
Horseshoe brand, for pants & señorita suits.
© 23Jul29; Label 36073. Mrs. E. H. Rum (P); 17May57; R192177.

BRUNION, SOPHIA B.
Rose balm.
© 1Jun29; Label 36121. Sophia B. Brunion (P); 22Jan57; R188086.

COLLINS-LEE CO.
Preshr Nish fillets. © 4A; r29; Label 35062. Collins-Lee Co. (P); 7Feb57; R186019.

DUNN & MCCARTHY, INC.
You need no longer be told that you have an expensive foot.
© 29May29; Print 11952. Dunn & McCarthy, Inc. (P); 15Apr57; R190031.

You need no longer be told that you have an expensive foot.
© 19Jun29; Label 36212. Dunn & McCarthy, Inc. (P); 15Apr57; R190030.

GENERAL INSECTICIDE CO., INC.
Crow Tox. © 20Mar29; Label 36013. General Insecticide Co., Inc. (P); 6Feb57; R185920.

GRUNDLER CRUSHER & PULVERIZER CO.
On making molasses for Grundler equipment; for cold mixing molasses feeds.
© 30Sep29; Print 12555. Grundler Crusher & Pulverizer Co. (P); 21Jun57; R194645.

Lipton (Thomas J.) Inc.
Lipton’s Tea. (Olive) © 10Oct29; Label 35986. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (P); 14Feb57; R186313.

Lipton’s Tea. (Red) © 10Oct29; Label 15136. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (P); 14Feb57; R186315.

Lipton’s Tea. (Salmon) © 10Oct29; Label 36927. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. (P); 14Feb57; R186314.

MAHRANSKY & SONS, INC.
An competition grow nearer our business grows larger.
© 28Jan29; Print 11930. S. Makransky & Sons, Inc. (P); 24Jan57; R188910.

MARSHOTT, ELIZABETH K.
Nu-Fyo. © 1Aug29; Label 30447. Mrs. John R. [Elizabeth K.] Marriott (P); 13Feb57; R186326.

PICARD PHARMACY, INC.
Venus the motor oil with the perfect body.
© 13Apr29; Label 36012. Picard Pharmacy, Inc. (P); 11Feb57; R186979.

STANDARD BRANDS, INC.
Fleischmann’s baking powder.
© 29Sep29; Label 37107. Standard Brands, Inc. (P); 1Apr57; R188911.

Fleischmann’s Phos-Po-Leo.
© 26Dec29; Label 37107. Standard Brands, Inc. (P); 1Jul57; R194336.

TODD (E. M.) CO., INC.
Old Virginia bacon.
© 11Apr29; Label 36014. E. M. Todd Co., Inc. (P); 20Feb57; R187106.

WALKER, IDA O.
Ri Pato.
© 1Jul29; Label 36372. Ida O. Walker (P); 1Apr57; R188912.

ZIMMER (M. B.) & CO.
If you still demand the best.
© 22Nov29; Print no.11990. M. B. Zimmerman & Co. (P); 7Feb57; R186020.